
A Conversation About Tech and Management
Times shown in: Eastern Daylight Time and Coordinated Universal Time

Between 2020 Mar 24 11:00 and 2020 Mar 24 12:01
22 people sent 297 messages containing #MITSMRChat

11:00:33
15:00:33

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

Welcome to today's #MITSMRChat, originally planned to be a conversation
about technology and management that we expect to also cover challenges
working in our current climate. https://t.co/bCzGa1cCi5

11:00:59
15:00:59

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

Before we begin, the #MITSMRChat guidelines: https://t.co/eHx5NsGaI9

11:01:58
15:01:58

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: Before we begin, the #MITSMRChat guidelines:
https://t.co/eHx5NsGaI9

11:02:01
15:02:01

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: Welcome to today's #MITSMRChat, originally planned to be a
conversation about technology and management that we expect to also…

11:02:47
15:02:47

Patrick Henz
@Patrick_Henz

RT @mitsmr: Welcome to today's #MITSMRChat, originally planned to be a
conversation about technology and management that we expect to also…

11:03:59
15:03:59

Ralf
@Ralfbuec

RT @mitsmr: Welcome to today's #MITSMRChat, originally planned to be a
conversation about technology and management that we expect to also…

11:04:07
15:04:07

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@yasharahmadov Welcome to #MITSMRChat!

11:04:24
15:04:24

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@frontiersci Welcome to #MITSMRChat!

11:04:42
15:04:42

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@DoreySamson Welcome to #MITSMRChat, Olivia. How are you today?

11:05:03
15:05:03

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

I'm located in Northern Ohio where I work with CXO clients on strategic
programs including emerging technologies and workforce development
#MITSMRChat

11:05:13
15:05:13

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@TalentedLearn Welcome to #MITSMRChat! Hope you're well today.

11:05:42
15:05:42

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@TrippBraden Great to see you, Tripp! How are things going?
#MITSMRChat

11:07:14
15:07:14

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

Things are going well. Learning to change on the fly as different states
change how they deal with their workforce. #MITSMRChat



11:07:33
15:07:33

MITSloan ExecEd
@MITSloanExecEd

RT @mitsmr: Starting soon — March 24, at 11 a.m. ET/8 a.m. PT— for the
final scheduled #MITSMRChat, on tech and management challenges. http…

11:07:42
15:07:42

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

RT @mitsmr: Starting soon — March 24, at 11 a.m. ET/8 a.m. PT— for the
final scheduled #MITSMRChat, on tech and management challenges. http…

11:08:01
15:08:01

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@psb_dc Hi Theo! How are you hanging in there? #MITSMRChat

11:08:13
15:08:13

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

How are you today? #MITSMRChat

11:08:25
15:08:25

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

#MITSMRChat Q1: What are the biggest challenges you have at work?
https://t.co/XFUrABaLDg

11:09:40
15:09:40

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@mitsmr Hi there - checking in from Atlantic Canada. I'm studying how
governance evolves over the fourth industrial revolution. Active in civic tech
and social impact spaces. Eager to talk about knowledge mobilization and
civic engagement. #MITSMRChat

11:09:58
15:09:58

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

@mitsmr Current state �� #MITSMRChat #RemoteWork
#RemoteLearning https://t.co/QOwBn9vMb55

11:10:20
15:10:20

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A1 Making sure teams are up to date on changes impacting their roles and
projects as we work through what makes the most sense for all stakeholders
#MITSMRChat

11:10:27
15:10:27

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @psb_dc: @mitsmr Current state �� #MITSMRChat #RemoteWork
#RemoteLearning https://t.co/QOwBn9vMb55

11:10:42
15:10:42

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: #MITSMRChat Q1: What are the biggest challenges you have
at work? https://t.co/XFUrABaLDg

11:11:02
15:11:02

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@mitsmr My work is dependent on funding; my team and I are struggling to
decide whether to move forward with the current submission (that we've
been working on since last fall), or to shelve it so we can free ourselves up to
respond to COVID. But we don't know where to start. #MITSMRChat

11:11:33
15:11:33

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr Hi there - checking in from Atlantic Canada.
I'm studying how governance evolves over the fourth industrial revolu…

11:11:38
15:11:38

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@TrippBraden How well were you all set up for remote/dispersed work
before everything started happening? #MITSMRChat

11:11:56
15:11:56

Writer Kaylene
@WriterKaylene

RT @psb_dc: @mitsmr Current state �� #MITSMRChat #RemoteWork
#RemoteLearning https://t.co/QOwBn9vMb55

11:11:58
15:11:58

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@vineetkapoor Welcome to #MITSMRChat, Vineet! How are you today?

11:13:02
15:13:02

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@DoreySamson Social impact work will be imported in our post-Covid
world....but I guess none of us know when we'll get there or what it will be
like.#MITSMRChat

11:13:09
15:13:09

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

Depends on clients and the industry they work in. Many had decided early
to prepare for working out of homes at least part-time #MITSMRChat

11:13:38
15:13:38

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@WriterKaylene Welcome to #MITSMRChat! Any specific challenges you're
encountering at work given everything going on?

11:14:33
15:14:33

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

@DoreySamson How do you go about making those decisions?
#MITSMRChat

11:14:46
15:14:46

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@TrippBraden Interested to know which industries seem to be ahead of the
curve, if you'd share... #MITSMRChat

https://twitter.com/psb_dc/status/1242304953751928832?s=20
https://twitter.com/psb_dc/status/1242304953751928832?s=20
https://twitter.com/psb_dc/status/1242304953751928832?s=20


11:14:46
15:14:46

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @TrippBraden How well were you all set up for
remote/dispersed work before everything started happening?
#MITSMRChat

11:14:51
15:14:51

Sue Herman
@run_sue_run

A1 The biggest issue is in the various attitudes towards technology. We
spend a lot of time in "change management" #MITSMRChat;

11:14:52
15:14:52

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @mitsmr: #MITSMRChat Q1: What are the biggest challenges you have
at work? https://t.co/XFUrABaLDg

11:15:58
15:15:58

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@run_sue_run Is this compounded by your organization dealing with
covid-19? #MITSMRChat

11:16:20
15:16:20

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A1 banking and financial services seemed to be ahead of curve with creative
solutions for both branch and commercial operations #MITSMRChat

11:16:35
15:16:35

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@TrippBraden Our team had already adopted an agile approach to our
work, so when our environment changed dramatically, we were already
paying attention. We're having candid conversations with our advisors, and
we're trying to remember to fall in love with this new problem.
#MITSMRChat

11:17:44
15:17:44

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

A1-1: The most immediate challenge (personal perspective) is to juggle
between #remotework and full time #parenting. With school closed till
September, this will be a big challenge for many parents. #MITSMRChat
https://t.co/tb70GaleQk

11:17:53
15:17:53

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A1 Insurance companies updated underwriting policies to allow for
continuing business done remotely by leveraging new technology to help
underwrite new business #MITSMRChat

11:18:24
15:18:24

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

#MITSMRChat A1: our clients biggest challenge is determining how to
sustain business and prioritize for what matters the most for revenue
impact while also caring for their clients

11:18:38
15:18:38

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@mitsmr @run_sue_run People who already wield digital tools effectively
are being crunched to do their jobs AND lean-in as tech support for others.
#MITSMRChat https://t.co/slttLgufvo

11:18:56
15:18:56

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

RT @DoreySamson: @TrippBraden Our team had already adopted an agile
approach to our work, so when our environment changed dramatically, we…

11:19:41
15:19:41

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@TrippBraden The fitness/personal health industry seems to be mobilizing
quickly as well, with moves to virtual sessions. #MITSMRChat

11:19:43
15:19:43

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

@DoreySamson That is a better place to be when making decisions.
Congrats! Where do you go from here to stay on agile side #MITSMRChat

11:19:49
15:19:49

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @TrippBraden The fitness/personal health industry seems to
be mobilizing quickly as well, with moves to virtual sessions. #MITS…

11:20:06
15:20:06

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

A1-2: That aside, I'd anticipate financial challenges in the #startup space -
especially for those who don't have a sustainable business model and are
(have been) dependent on venture funding. As it turns out, having revenue
is important. (Did we learn from 2000?) #MITSMRChat

11:20:09
15:20:09

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr @run_sue_run People who already wield
digital tools effectively are being crunched to do their jobs AND lean-in as…

11:20:17
15:20:17

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @edvaldez8888: #MITSMRChat A1: our clients biggest challenge is
determining how to sustain business and prioritize for what matters the…

11:21:06
15:21:06

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @TrippBraden: Depends on clients and the industry they work in. Many
had decided early to prepare for working out of homes at least part…

11:21:07
15:21:07

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@mitsmr I wonder where the urgency is to "bail out" this emerging space.
Learning to measure what actually matters and aligning our strategies
accordingly are more important than ever. There will be a "post-COVID"
world - but what happens for now? #MITSMRChat

https://twitter.com/mitsmr/status/1242468318377922560


11:21:18
15:21:18

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

@edvaldez8888 That is great, do you think some of the things that come out
of this will have long term positive impact? #MITSMRChat

11:21:29
15:21:29

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@vineetnayar Yes, are you finding you suddenly have less time to do things,
even though you're not commuting? I am! Also, how do you foster a sense of
community when working remotely? #MITSMRChat

11:21:30
15:21:30

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @psb_dc: A1-2: That aside, I'd anticipate financial challenges in the
#startup space - especially for those who don't have a sustainable…

11:21:38
15:21:38

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @vineetnayar Yes, are you finding you suddenly have less
time to do things, even though you're not commuting? I am! Also, how d…

11:22:13
15:22:13

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@psb_dc Yes! A whole new era of work/life balance, right? #MITSMRChat

11:22:43
15:22:43

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

@psb_dc How do you advise them to proceed. Do you help them set
priorities? #MITSMRChat

11:22:57
15:22:57

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @psb_dc Yes! A whole new era of work/life balance, right?
#MITSMRChat

11:23:10
15:23:10

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr I wonder where the urgency is to "bail out"
this emerging space. Learning to measure what actually matters and ali…

11:23:19
15:23:19

Tracy Allison Altman
@UglyResearch

Hello! Tracy Altman here, founder of @MuseumofAI where we create
hands-on experiences showing people how AI really works. #MITSMRChat

11:23:59
15:23:59

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@UglyResearch @MuseumofAI Welcome, Tracy! We're taking our time
getting started, just voicing our current challenges and work and sharing
ideas. #MITSMRChat

11:24:35
15:24:35

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

@vineetkapoor Do you think ther will be long last impacts from these
shorter term decisions. How do you increase interaction among team
members? #MITSMRChat

11:24:55
15:24:55

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @UglyResearch @MuseumofAI Welcome, Tracy! We're
taking our time getting started, just voicing our current challenges and work
a…

11:24:58
15:24:58

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

#MITSMRChat Q2: Could technology help you with any of these challenges?
https://t.co/mdCBS2Ph1m

11:25:06
15:25:06

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@psb_dc I can speak, anecdotally, to this already constraining work - even
that has been in the pipelines for months, or addressing critical knowledge
and infrastructure gaps. Startups are led by brave human beings under
considerable pressure at the best of times. Lift them. #MITSMRChat

11:25:07
15:25:07

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @UglyResearch: Hello! Tracy Altman here, founder of @MuseumofAI
where we create hands-on experiences showing people how AI really works.
…

11:25:09
15:25:09

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @TrippBraden: A1 banking and financial services seemed to be ahead of
curve with creative solutions for both branch and commercial opera…

11:25:14
15:25:14

Vineet Kapoor ��

♻

@vineetkapoor
@mitsmr Hi there checking in from Delhi, India #mitsmrchat A1 the
challenge we face today is a. working in isolation, b. visualising office at
home. How to close loop critical tasks at the power of thought either by
replying an email or while discussing on conference call. #earnbacktrust

11:25:33
15:25:33

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @mitsmr: @TrippBraden The fitness/personal health industry seems to
be mobilizing quickly as well, with moves to virtual sessions. #MITS…

11:26:42
15:26:42

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A2 Technology can provide great tools. My initial conversations with team
members would lead me to believe managers need to encourage and engage
them to remain connected during these times as well #MITSMRChat

11:26:44
15:26:44

Tracy Allison Altman
@UglyResearch

A1: I lead a team creating experiences and challenges about AI. Our focus
for 2020 was face-to-face immersive, and sadly clients have had to cancel.
We'd planned online content for 2021, so have regrouped to build online
experiential *now*. #MITSMRChat



11:26:45
15:26:45

allison ryder
@allisonryder

Shout out to @zoom_us, keeping me connected with coworkers and friends
alike #MITSMRChat https://t.co/OSpA4TRwXF

11:26:46
15:26:46

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @JohnLeh: TODAY at 11amET/8amPT: #mitsmrchat Always interesting
conversations. Today's topic is tech and management - and host @allisonr…

11:26:52
15:26:52

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @UglyResearch: A1: I lead a team creating experiences and challenges
about AI. Our focus for 2020 was face-to-face immersive, and sadly…

11:27:04
15:27:04

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @allisonryder: Shout out to @zoom_us, keeping me connected with
coworkers and friends alike #MITSMRChat https://t.co/OSpA4TRwXF

11:27:09
15:27:09

Patrick Henz
@Patrick_Henz

#MITSMRChat A2: Technology (AI, RPA) can take away workload,
especially repeating tasks, as searches, reports, etc.

11:27:36
15:27:36

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @mitsmr: #MITSMRChat Q2: Could technology help you with any of
these challenges? https://t.co/mdCBS2Ph1m

11:29:26
15:29:26

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

@UglyResearch That sounds like a fascinating option. I'd love to learn more
about how this proceeds . Let me know who we could introduce you to make
it a reality #MITSMRChat

11:29:41
15:29:41

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @Patrick_Henz: #MITSMRChat A2: Technology (AI, RPA) can take
away workload, especially repeating tasks, as searches, reports, etc.

11:30:04
15:30:04

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @psb_dc I can speak, anecdotally, to this already
constraining work - even that has been in the pipelines for months, or a…

11:30:16
15:30:16

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@Patrick_Henz Any advice for an organization just getting started there?
#MITSMRChat

11:30:34
15:30:34

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@UglyResearch Oh man...how are you beginning to tackle that?
#MITSMRChat

11:30:40
15:30:40

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

RT @TrippBraden: A2 Technology can provide great tools. My initial
conversations with team members would lead me to believe managers need
t…

11:31:13
15:31:13

Tracy Allison Altman
@UglyResearch

A2: Absolutely. We incorporate tools such as Zoom into the AI experiences
we create. The available tools for video, mobile, etc. make all this possible at
reasonable cost. #MITSMRChat

11:31:38
15:31:38

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A2 I believe the human part of this solution may take longer to acheive.
Critical to support people who are adopting, so they keep adopting and
finding better ways #MITSMRChat

11:31:42
15:31:42

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

Technology is an amazing tool. But what matters is how they are used, and
who gets to participate. I'm concerned by how little consultation and
engagement is taking place, even when people are eager to engage. Help
create ways for people to meaningfully use tools, too.#MITSMRChat
https://t.co/mhWtgu4lZu

11:31:44
15:31:44

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @UglyResearch: A2: Absolutely. We incorporate tools such as Zoom into
the AI experiences we create. The available tools for video, mobil…

11:31:52
15:31:52

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @UglyResearch Oh man...how are you beginning to tackle
that? #MITSMRChat

11:31:57
15:31:57

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

A2 Technology can help, yet beyond team communciations platforms and
video cofnerencing, I’m interested in learning from our panelists and
participants about other unique tech that we can leverage - and what’s
working? #MITSMRChat

11:31:58
15:31:58

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @Patrick_Henz Any advice for an organization just getting
started there? #MITSMRChat

11:32:13
15:32:13

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @edvaldez8888: A2 Technology can help, yet beyond team
communciations platforms and video cofnerencing, I’m interested in
learning from…

https://twitter.com/mitsmr/status/1242472481111359488
https://twitter.com/mitsmr/status/1242472481111359488
https://twitter.com/mitsmr/status/1242472481111359488


11:33:07
15:33:07

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@DoreySamson And also, remember: if a meeting could have been an email
before, if may not require a video meeting now. #MITSMRChat

11:33:31
15:33:31

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @UglyResearch: A2: Absolutely. We incorporate tools such as Zoom into
the AI experiences we create. The available tools for video, mobil…

11:33:40
15:33:40

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @TrippBraden: A2 I believe the human part of this solution may take
longer to acheive. Critical to support people who are adopting, so t…

11:33:54
15:33:54

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @DoreySamson: @psb_dc I can speak, anecdotally, to this already
constraining work - even that has been in the pipelines for months, or a…

11:34:14
15:34:14

Karen Boher
@kboher

RT @UglyResearch: Hello! Tracy Altman here, founder of @MuseumofAI
where we create hands-on experiences showing people how AI really works.
…

11:34:20
15:34:20

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@Patrick_Henz Brings up the good question of which functions in
organizations are getting tapped/stressed even more now? #MITSMRChat

11:34:49
15:34:49

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A2 I'm a huge fan of the phone, :) Also experimenting with mobile apps on
smaller teams to help others work more with virtual leadership and increase
their decision making capabilities #MITSMRChat

11:34:54
15:34:54

Sue Herman
@run_sue_run

A2 - Yes, technology can actually skinny up the bell curve (if the curve
represented adoption times). But the technology needs to maybe provide for
a blended engagement. #MITSMRChat;

11:34:55
15:34:55

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @Patrick_Henz Brings up the good question of which
functions in organizations are getting tapped/stressed even more now?
#MITSM…

11:35:00
15:35:00

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson And also, remember: if a meeting could have
been an email before, if may not require a video meeting now. #MITSMRC…

11:35:05
15:35:05

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

#MITSMRChat Q3: Does technology compound any of the challenges you
have at work? https://t.co/ELsnMGbSt6

11:35:07
15:35:07

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@mitsmr Absolutely! We have to remember that pushing information out
isn't going to solve this problem alone; in order to prevent trauma from this
massive, shared experience, we're going to need to be active participants in
our own rescue. Trained professionals should lead. #MITSMRChat

11:35:07
15:35:07

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @UglyResearch: Hello! Tracy Altman here, founder of @MuseumofAI
where we create hands-on experiences showing people how AI really works.
…

11:35:19
15:35:19

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

@mitsmr Very much so! Hopefully this will lead to re-balancing of domestic
work. Even in the most gender equal countries, women still bear the
majority of household and caregiving activities. Imagine if we can rebalance
that time. #MITSMRChat #genderequity

11:35:50
15:35:50

Tracy Allison Altman
@UglyResearch

@mitsmr This is (mostly) a fun problem to have. For our B2B audience of
executives and professionals, we have the opportunity to create engaging
experiences that have been consumer-facing only. So it's fantastic to offer
something that has not existed. #MITSMRChat

11:36:00
15:36:00

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @psb_dc: A1-2: That aside, I'd anticipate financial challenges in the
#startup space - especially for those who don't have a sustainable…

11:36:31
15:36:31

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr Absolutely! We have to remember that
pushing information out isn't going to solve this problem alone; in order
to…

11:36:32
15:36:32

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

RT @psb_dc: @mitsmr Very much so! Hopefully this will lead to re-
balancing of domestic work. Even in the most gender equal countries,
women…

11:36:39
15:36:39

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

I've found sales leaders becoming increasingly more flexible in how they
create value for their clients while their shut down. Finding new ways to
create value and trusted partnerships #MITSMRChat



11:36:44
15:36:44

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

RT @TrippBraden: A2 I'm a huge fan of the phone, :) Also experimenting
with mobile apps on smaller teams to help others work more with v…

11:36:49
15:36:49

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @psb_dc: A1-1: The most immediate challenge (personal perspective) is
to juggle between #remotework and full time #parenting. With schoo…

11:36:51
15:36:51

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

Which functions are being stressed in your organization? In our local
infrastructure and communities? In our households? #MITSMRChat
https://t.co/eP7MEcfhn5

11:37:19
15:37:19

Maricar Jagger
@maricarjagger

RT @TrippBraden: I've found sales leaders becoming increasingly more
flexible in how they create value for their clients while their shut d…

11:37:51
15:37:51

Tracy Allison Altman
@UglyResearch

A2: My team has always been distributed across the U.S., so the new reality
is not a big challenge - except we can't do our occasional in-person team
meetings. #MITSMRChat

11:38:02
15:38:02

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

@TrippBraden Revisit current product offerings to see what make sense
under current circumstances - what would be helpful to bank partners /
ecosystem at large. This is an chance for us to rise up as a community - to
help consumers attain better long-term financial security. #MITSMRChat

11:38:21
15:38:21

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@DoreySamson Speaking for our organization, we have the (not all bad)
problem that we're upping the number of virtual events we're hosting. This
is great for our business, but also an unplanned surge in work for our
production and event teams. #MITSMRChat

11:38:35
15:38:35

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A3 Technology seems to bring out business process problems more quickly.
People expect faster turnaround and some times its not possible in how the
workplace is configured for today! #MITSMRChat

11:38:40
15:38:40

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: #MITSMRChat Q3: Does technology compound any of the
challenges you have at work? https://t.co/ELsnMGbSt6

11:38:40
15:38:40

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@psb_dc @mitsmr Would love to see a genuinely "fair" allocation of home
economic activities - maybe as a checklist! I think it would be a wakeup call
for many, especially with more cleaning to do. Seen anything like that?
#MITSMRChat

11:38:50
15:38:50

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @psb_dc: @mitsmr Very much so! Hopefully this will lead to re-
balancing of domestic work. Even in the most gender equal countries,
women…

11:38:51
15:38:51

Tracy Allison Altman
@UglyResearch

RT @run_sue_run: A2 - Yes, technology can actually skinny up the bell
curve (if the curve represented adoption times). But the technology…

11:38:54
15:38:54

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @UglyResearch: @mitsmr This is (mostly) a fun problem to have. For
our B2B audience of executives and professionals, we have the opportu…

11:39:03
15:39:03

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr Absolutely! We have to remember that
pushing information out isn't going to solve this problem alone; in order
to…

11:39:18
15:39:18

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: Which functions are being stressed in your
organization? In our local infrastructure and communities? In our
households? #…

11:39:29
15:39:29

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @psb_dc @mitsmr Would love to see a genuinely
"fair" allocation of home economic activities - maybe as a checklist! I thin…

11:39:40
15:39:40

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@mitsmr That makes sense. How are you managing the supply and
demand? Will you be scaling your team? #MITSMRChat

11:39:45
15:39:45

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson Speaking for our organization, we have the
(not all bad) problem that we're upping the number of virtual events we…

11:39:54
15:39:54

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr That makes sense. How are you managing
the supply and demand? Will you be scaling your team? #MITSMRChat

11:40:05
15:40:05

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @psb_dc: @TrippBraden Revisit current product offerings to see what
make sense under current circumstances - what would be helpful to b…

https://twitter.com/mitsmr/status/1242474841103572992


11:40:14
15:40:14

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @UglyResearch: A2: My team has always been distributed across the
U.S., so the new reality is not a big challenge - except we can't do o…

11:40:16
15:40:16

Yuanita I.
Paramitasari
@YParamitasari

Wow. It has been started. Can’t wait to involve and share. Hi! I am a
researcher in the Center of Political Economy and Business Research
(CPEBR) in Indonesia #MITSMRChat

11:40:27
15:40:27

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @TrippBraden: A3 Technology seems to bring out business process
problems more quickly. People expect faster turnaround and some times it…

11:40:42
15:40:42

Yuanita I.
Paramitasari
@YParamitasari

Work in the research center engaged in the field of political economy &
business, needed to always explore and find the ideas keeping up with
nowadays trending. Time-to-time thinking the best way to obtain research
that are not outdated, following the current issues #MITSMRChat
https://t.co/WEBWUGr7g8

11:40:42
15:40:42

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @YParamitasari: Wow. It has been started. Can’t wait to involve and
share. Hi! I am a researcher in the Center of Political Economy and…

11:40:43
15:40:43

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@DoreySamson Luckily some of us can flex and move on to these new
projects...but it's also 'business as usual' as we try to maintain our steady
stream of publishing general management content also. #MITSMRChat

11:40:48
15:40:48

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @YParamitasari: Work in the research center engaged in the field of
political economy & business, needed to always explore and find the…

11:40:59
15:40:59

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson Luckily some of us can flex and move on to
these new projects...but it's also 'business as usual' as we try to mai…

11:41:02
15:41:02

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @TrippBraden: A2 I'm a huge fan of the phone, :) Also experimenting
with mobile apps on smaller teams to help others work more with v…

11:41:21
15:41:21

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @psb_dc: @mitsmr Very much so! Hopefully this will lead to re-
balancing of domestic work. Even in the most gender equal countries,
women…

11:41:24
15:41:24

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@YParamitasari Welcome to #MITSMRChat Yuanita!

11:41:33
15:41:33

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr Absolutely! We have to remember that
pushing information out isn't going to solve this problem alone; in order
to…

11:41:35
15:41:35

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @YParamitasari Welcome to #MITSMRChat Yuanita!

11:41:43
15:41:43

Tracy Allison Altman
@UglyResearch

@edvaldez8888 I'm finding it really important to be clear about the purpose
and agenda for a video meeting. IMO to keep teams engaged on a call, we
keep the intros short, and get right into important topics. I add structured
content such as educational info or polls. #MITSMRChat

11:41:43
15:41:43

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

@DoreySamson @mitsmr Can't agree more! According to Melinda Gates,
women spend 7 more years compared to their spouse performing unpaid
domestic work. If they could take part of that time to pursue higher
education or their careers, we'd see more economic stability for women as
well. #MITSMRChat

11:42:51
15:42:51

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@mitsmr If large institutions are better able to advocate for their needs,
would it be a good time to temporarily expand your team? It's great that you
had some ability to compensate, but this is a marathon, not a sprint - and
lots of people could really use the work. #MITSMRChat

11:43:05
15:43:05

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@UglyResearch @edvaldez8888 Which platforms do you find work best for
these meetings? #MITSMRchat

11:44:08
15:44:08

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@DoreySamson Will have to see how long some of this goes on — for now
we do have a few untapped resources we could bring along #MITSMRChat

https://twitter.com/mitsmr/status/1242468318377922560


11:44:20
15:44:20

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@psb_dc @mitsmr I wonder what the spread of emotional and mental
labour is, too. Who is checking in on vulnerable relatives? Who is keeping
track of what's in the pantry? Who has the arduous task of trying to figure
out what the next few weeks looks like for their unit? #MITSMRChat

11:44:40
15:44:40

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

@psb_dc Their is a great opportunity for entrepreneurs to become more
flexible in how they work with women. That being said many women
entrepreneurs are missing the opportunity to differentiate themselves in
how the build their business for other women #MITSMRChat

11:44:47
15:44:47

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @psb_dc @mitsmr I wonder what the spread of
emotional and mental labour is, too. Who is checking in on vulnerable
relative…

11:44:58
15:44:58

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson Will have to see how long some of this goes
on — for now we do have a few untapped resources we could bring along…

11:45:03
15:45:03

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr If large institutions are better able to
advocate for their needs, would it be a good time to temporarily expand y…

11:45:07
15:45:07

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @UglyResearch: @edvaldez8888 I'm finding it really important to be
clear about the purpose and agenda for a video meeting. IMO to keep t…

11:45:12
15:45:12

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@DoreySamson @psb_dc Right? I feel like we have our organic circle of a
specific group of friends and family we check in on, but for me, it's far from
systematic. #MITSMRChat

11:45:49
15:45:49

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson @psb_dc Right? I feel like we have our
organic circle of a specific group of friends and family we check in on, bu…

11:46:34
15:46:34

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

Doing what we can! We have free covid-19 resources (for leading and
managing) and our full site is open access through Thursday.
https://t.co/LuZIyZ0zjL #MITSMRChat https://t.co/zanz72a7Kk

11:46:43
15:46:43

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

A3: A #Molutely! A picture says a thousand words ... by @marketoonist
#MITSMRChat #tech https://t.co/jSLZfVbYa5 https://t.co/2McyfqKS8F
https://t.co/MzAfLNJxGS

11:46:45
15:46:45

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: Doing what we can! We have free covid-19 resources (for
leading and managing) and our full site is open access through Thursday…

11:47:04
15:47:04

Rich Baxter
@mistaboxta

RT @mitsmr: Doing what we can! We have free covid-19 resources (for
leading and managing) and our full site is open access through Thursday…

11:47:09
15:47:09

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @psb_dc: A3: A #Molutely! A picture says a thousand words ... by
@marketoonist #MITSMRChat #tech https://t.co/jSLZfVbYa5 https://t.c…

11:47:26
15:47:26

AI_OF_NATURE
VER.extreme_prg-ing
@zimei_no_ri

RT @mitsmr: Doing what we can! We have free covid-19 resources (for
leading and managing) and our full site is open access through Thursday…

11:47:50
15:47:50

Tanaz H Mulla
@Tanazhm

@mitsmr A3. When we mindlessly automate manual processes without
rethinking them in line with current context, we end up misusing
technology to give quicker but not necessarily better results. #MITSMRChat

11:47:51
15:47:51

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@DoreySamson We feel lucky we can continue our "day jobs" by bringing
helpful content to workers worldwide ��#MITSMRChat

11:48:02
15:48:02

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @Tanazhm: @mitsmr A3. When we mindlessly automate manual
processes without rethinking them in line with current context, we end up
misus…

11:48:19
15:48:19

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

@mitsmr @DoreySamson Trick Q: Who is the one who normally notices we
need more toilet paper in the house? �� #MITSMRChat

11:48:26
15:48:26

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

A3 While #technology can compound challenges at work, S/O to
@TrippBraden who suggests using low tech- make a direct call to peers,
customers, partners. That can go much further than any high tech can
during a crisis. #MITSMRChat

https://sloanreview.mit.edu/tag/covid-19/
https://twitter.com/DoreySamson/status/1242477493581381635
https://marketoonist.com/2018/10/transformation.html
https://twitter.com/mitsmr/status/1242475029146861569
https://marketoonist.com/2018/10/transformation.html


11:48:26
15:48:26

Yuanita I.
Paramitasari
@YParamitasari

A2. Along these times, some packages of instantly downloaded applications
are helping us to tackle the work-challenges, but we keep developing some
AI products that is believed to give much better efficiency in doing our job
#MITSMRChat https://t.co/Wg8XmMPeEG

11:48:36
15:48:36

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

Q4: What management or technology problems do you struggle to find good
information about? #MITSMRChat https://t.co/6AOXzcoDTP

11:48:37
15:48:37

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @psb_dc: @mitsmr @DoreySamson Trick Q: Who is the one who
normally notices we need more toilet paper in the house? ��
#MITSMRChat

11:48:46
15:48:46

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @edvaldez8888: A3 While #technology can compound challenges at
work, S/O to @TrippBraden who suggests using low tech- make a direct
call…

11:48:51
15:48:51

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @YParamitasari: A2. Along these times, some packages of instantly
downloaded applications are helping us to tackle the work-challenges,…

11:49:03
15:49:03

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: #MITSMRChat Q2: Could technology help you with any of
these challenges? https://t.co/mdCBS2Ph1m

11:49:09
15:49:09

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: Q4: What management or technology problems do you
struggle to find good information about? #MITSMRChat
https://t.co/6AOXzcoDTP

11:49:12
15:49:12

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: Doing what we can! We have free covid-19 resources (for
leading and managing) and our full site is open access through Thursday…

11:49:14
15:49:14

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @run_sue_run: A2 - Yes, technology can actually skinny up the bell
curve (if the curve represented adoption times). But the technology…

11:49:17
15:49:17

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: @psb_dc @mitsmr Would love to see a genuinely
"fair" allocation of home economic activities - maybe as a checklist! I thin…

11:49:19
15:49:19

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr @run_sue_run People who already wield
digital tools effectively are being crunched to do their jobs AND lean-in as…

11:49:22
15:49:22

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: Technology is an amazing tool. But what matters is
how they are used, and who gets to participate. I'm concerned by how li…

11:49:23
15:49:23

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @UglyResearch: A2: My team has always been distributed across the
U.S., so the new reality is not a big challenge - except we can't do o…

11:49:25
15:49:25

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: I've found sales leaders becoming increasingly more
flexible in how they create value for their clients while their shut d…

11:49:26
15:49:26

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @psb_dc: @mitsmr Very much so! Hopefully this will lead to re-
balancing of domestic work. Even in the most gender equal countries,
women…

11:49:27
15:49:27

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @YParamitasari: Wow. It has been started. Can’t wait to involve and
share. Hi! I am a researcher in the Center of Political Economy and…

11:49:30
15:49:30

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @UglyResearch: A1: I lead a team creating experiences and challenges
about AI. Our focus for 2020 was face-to-face immersive, and sadly…

11:49:31
15:49:31

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @edvaldez8888: A2 Technology can help, yet beyond team
communciations platforms and video cofnerencing, I’m interested in
learning from…

11:49:33
15:49:33

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr Absolutely! We have to remember that
pushing information out isn't going to solve this problem alone; in order
to…

11:49:34
15:49:34

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: A3 Technology seems to bring out business process
problems more quickly. People expect faster turnaround and some times it…

11:49:36
15:49:36

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @YParamitasari: A2. Along these times, some packages of instantly
downloaded applications are helping us to tackle the work-challenges,…

https://twitter.com/mitsmr/status/1242472481111359488


11:49:36
15:49:36

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

RT @edvaldez8888: A3 While #technology can compound challenges at
work, S/O to @TrippBraden who suggests using low tech- make a direct
call…

11:49:37
15:49:37

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: #MITSMRChat Q3: Does technology compound any of the
challenges you have at work? https://t.co/ELsnMGbSt6

11:49:38
15:49:38

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: A2 I believe the human part of this solution may take
longer to acheive. Critical to support people who are adopting, so t…

11:49:40
15:49:40

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @Patrick_Henz: #MITSMRChat A2: Technology (AI, RPA) can take
away workload, especially repeating tasks, as searches, reports, etc.

11:49:41
15:49:41

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @edvaldez8888: A3 While #technology can compound challenges at
work, S/O to @TrippBraden who suggests using low tech- make a direct
call…

11:49:42
15:49:42

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

@UglyResearch TY Tracy @UglyResearch #MITSMRChat

11:49:45
15:49:45

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: A2 I'm a huge fan of the phone, :) Also experimenting
with mobile apps on smaller teams to help others work more with v…

11:49:47
15:49:47

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: Which functions are being stressed in your
organization? In our local infrastructure and communities? In our
households? #…

11:49:47
15:49:47

Lara Plaxton
@_Lara_HR

Hey there, just joining for the end! A3 often tech is either off-the-shelf or
not human-centred so doesn’t account for the human impact. These
questions need to be assessed before designing/implementing
#MITSMRChat

11:49:48
15:49:48

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @UglyResearch: @edvaldez8888 I'm finding it really important to be
clear about the purpose and agenda for a video meeting. IMO to keep t…

11:49:51
15:49:51

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @Tanazhm: @mitsmr A3. When we mindlessly automate manual
processes without rethinking them in line with current context, we end up
misus…

11:49:53
15:49:53

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr My work is dependent on funding; my team
and I are struggling to decide whether to move forward with the current s…

11:49:54
15:49:54

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @run_sue_run: A1 The biggest issue is in the various attitudes towards
technology. We spend a lot of time in "change management" #MITS…

11:49:58
15:49:58

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @_Lara_HR: Hey there, just joining for the end! A3 often tech is either
off-the-shelf or not human-centred so doesn’t account for the hu…

11:50:08
15:50:08

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson We feel lucky we can continue our "day jobs"
by bringing helpful content to workers worldwide ��#MITSMRChat

11:50:11
15:50:11

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @psb_dc: A3: A #Molutely! A picture says a thousand words ... by
@marketoonist #MITSMRChat #tech https://t.co/jSLZfVbYa5 https://t.c…

11:50:15
15:50:15

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@psb_dc @DoreySamson Perhaps to bring the men along?
https://t.co/36knUJVc1h #MITSMRChat

11:50:15
15:50:15

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson @psb_dc Right? I feel like we have our
organic circle of a specific group of friends and family we check in on, bu…

11:50:16
15:50:16

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: @psb_dc Their is a great opportunity for entrepreneurs
to become more flexible in how they work with women. That being s…

11:50:18
15:50:18

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: @psb_dc @mitsmr I wonder what the spread of
emotional and mental labour is, too. Who is checking in on vulnerable
relative…

11:50:19
15:50:19

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson Will have to see how long some of this goes
on — for now we do have a few untapped resources we could bring along…

https://marketoonist.com/2018/10/transformation.html
https://howmuchtoiletpaper.com/


11:50:21
15:50:21

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A4 I try to get users on the phone to discuss what works for them. Business
cases don't always provide the right information for the best decision.
#MITSMRChat

11:50:22
15:50:22

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @UglyResearch @edvaldez8888 Which platforms do you find
work best for these meetings? #MITSMRchat

11:50:23
15:50:23

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr If large institutions are better able to
advocate for their needs, would it be a good time to temporarily expand y…

11:50:25
15:50:25

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @psb_dc: @DoreySamson @mitsmr Can't agree more! According to
Melinda Gates, women spend 7 more years compared to their spouse
performing…

11:50:28
15:50:28

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @YParamitasari Welcome to #MITSMRChat Yuanita!

11:50:29
15:50:29

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson Luckily some of us can flex and move on to
these new projects...but it's also 'business as usual' as we try to mai…

11:50:31
15:50:31

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @YParamitasari: Work in the research center engaged in the field of
political economy & business, needed to always explore and find the…

11:50:39
15:50:39

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @UglyResearch: @mitsmr This is (mostly) a fun problem to have. For
our B2B audience of executives and professionals, we have the opportu…

11:50:44
15:50:44

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @Patrick_Henz Brings up the good question of which
functions in organizations are getting tapped/stressed even more now?
#MITSM…

11:50:45
15:50:45

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson And also, remember: if a meeting could have
been an email before, if may not require a video meeting now. #MITSMRC…

11:50:51
15:50:51

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @UglyResearch: A2: Absolutely. We incorporate tools such as Zoom into
the AI experiences we create. The available tools for video, mobil…

11:50:52
15:50:52

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @UglyResearch Oh man...how are you beginning to tackle
that? #MITSMRChat

11:50:52
15:50:52

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @DoreySamson: @psb_dc @mitsmr I wonder what the spread of
emotional and mental labour is, too. Who is checking in on vulnerable
relative…

11:50:54
15:50:54

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @Patrick_Henz Any advice for an organization just getting
started there? #MITSMRChat

11:50:55
15:50:55

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: @UglyResearch That sounds like a fascinating option.
I'd love to learn more about how this proceeds . Let me know who we c…

11:50:57
15:50:57

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @TrippBraden: @psb_dc Their is a great opportunity for entrepreneurs
to become more flexible in how they work with women. That being s…

11:51:00
15:51:00

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @allisonryder: Shout out to @zoom_us, keeping me connected with
coworkers and friends alike #MITSMRChat

11:51:00
15:51:00

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@_Lara_HR Hi Lara! Welcome. #MITSMRChat

11:51:03
15:51:03

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @vineetkapoor: @mitsmr Hi there checking in from Delhi, India
#mitsmrchat A1 the challenge we face today is a. working in isolation, b.…

11:51:05
15:51:05

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: A2 Technology can provide great tools. My initial
conversations with team members would lead me to believe managers need
t…

11:51:07
15:51:07

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: @psb_dc I can speak, anecdotally, to this already
constraining work - even that has been in the pipelines for months, or a…

11:51:09
15:51:09

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: @vineetkapoor Do you think ther will be long last
impacts from these shorter term decisions. How do you increase interacti…



11:51:12
15:51:12

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @UglyResearch @MuseumofAI Welcome, Tracy! We're
taking our time getting started, just voicing our current challenges and work
a…

11:51:13
15:51:13

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @UglyResearch: Hello! Tracy Altman here, founder of @MuseumofAI
where we create hands-on experiences showing people how AI really works.
…

11:51:14
15:51:14

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: @psb_dc How do you advise them to proceed. Do you
help them set priorities? #MITSMRChat

11:51:16
15:51:16

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @psb_dc Yes! A whole new era of work/life balance, right?
#MITSMRChat

11:51:18
15:51:18

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @vineetnayar Yes, are you finding you suddenly have less
time to do things, even though you're not commuting? I am! Also, how d…

11:51:19
15:51:19

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr I wonder where the urgency is to "bail out"
this emerging space. Learning to measure what actually matters and ali…

11:51:21
15:51:21

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @psb_dc: A1-2: That aside, I'd anticipate financial challenges in the
#startup space - especially for those who don't have a sustainable…

11:51:23
15:51:23

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @psb_dc: A3: A #Molutely! A picture says a thousand words ... by
@marketoonist #MITSMRChat #tech https://t.co/jSLZfVbYa5 https://t.c…

11:51:24
15:51:24

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @TrippBraden The fitness/personal health industry seems to
be mobilizing quickly as well, with moves to virtual sessions. #MITS…

11:51:27
15:51:27

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @edvaldez8888: #MITSMRChat A1: our clients biggest challenge is
determining how to sustain business and prioritize for what matters the…

11:51:34
15:51:34

Tracy Allison Altman
@UglyResearch

Yes! I hope this crisis leads to all sorts of improvements and innovations,
since questioning the status quo is fair game. #MITSMRChat
https://t.co/jsoGm6dq8i

11:51:49
15:51:49

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: A1 Insurance companies updated underwriting policies
to allow for continuing business done remotely by leveraging new tech…

11:51:52
15:51:52

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: A1 banking and financial services seemed to be ahead of
curve with creative solutions for both branch and commercial opera…

11:51:57
15:51:57

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @run_sue_run Is this compounded by your organization
dealing with covid-19? #MITSMRChat

11:51:59
15:51:59

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @TrippBraden Interested to know which industries seem to
be ahead of the curve, if you'd share... #MITSMRChat

11:52:01
15:52:01

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @TrippBraden: Depends on clients and the industry they work in. Many
had decided early to prepare for working out of homes at least part…

11:52:03
15:52:03

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @WriterKaylene Welcome to #MITSMRChat! Any specific
challenges you're encountering at work given everything going on?

11:52:04
15:52:04

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @DoreySamson Social impact work will be imported in our
post-Covid world....but I guess none of us know when we'll get there or…

11:52:06
15:52:06

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @vineetkapoor Welcome to #MITSMRChat, Vineet! How are
you today?

11:52:07
15:52:07

Jenny Kim
@jennykim

RT @mitsmr: @TrippBraden How well were you all set up for
remote/dispersed work before everything started happening?
#MITSMRChat

11:52:07
15:52:07

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A4 To do this you have to be willing to take a call as well when others need
help. The client is a much better source of information than the vendor.
#MITSMRChat

11:52:14
15:52:14

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @UglyResearch: Yes! I hope this crisis leads to all sorts of improvements
and innovations, since questioning the status quo is fair game…

https://marketoonist.com/2018/10/transformation.html
https://twitter.com/Tanazhm/status/1242478235734048768


11:52:24
15:52:24

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @_Lara_HR: Hey there, just joining for the end! A3 often tech is either
off-the-shelf or not human-centred so doesn’t account for the hu…

11:52:29
15:52:29

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: Q4: What management or technology problems do you
struggle to find good information about? #MITSMRChat
https://t.co/6AOXzcoDTP

11:52:48
15:52:48

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @TrippBraden: Depends on clients and the industry they work in. Many
had decided early to prepare for working out of homes at least part…

11:53:06
15:53:06

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

@mitsmr I'm struggling to help members of my extended community to use
- or at least try! - digital tools that already exist. I see way too much
reinventing of wheels because people assume that their case is too special or
specific. You are not a snowflake; ego away, now. #MITSMRChat

11:53:13
15:53:13

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @DoreySamson: @mitsmr I'm struggling to help members of my
extended community to use - or at least try! - digital tools that already exi…

11:53:16
15:53:16

Theo - 㴤่
@psb_dc

@mitsmr @DoreySamson Houston ... we have a problem ��
#MITSMRChat https://t.co/SON8fUilCL

11:53:26
15:53:26

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @psb_dc: @mitsmr @DoreySamson Houston ... we have a problem ��
#MITSMRChat https://t.co/SON8fUilCL

11:53:39
15:53:39

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

@mitsmr @jennykim @UglyResearch I’m interested in other suggestions
since we and our clients use @zoom_us @LinkedIn and @bloomfire a lot
more now than we had in the past. #MITSMRChat

11:53:53
15:53:53

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @edvaldez8888: @mitsmr @jennykim @UglyResearch I’m interested in
other suggestions since we and our clients use @zoom_us @LinkedIn and
@…

11:54:01
15:54:01

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

RT @Tanazhm: @mitsmr A3. When we mindlessly automate manual
processes without rethinking them in line with current context, we end up
misus…

11:54:16
15:54:16

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@UglyResearch @tanazhm I also really appreciate @AndrewWinston's
point that we're lowering carbon emissions..how can we be more mindful
about sustainability when this crisis is behind us? https://t.co/mAZzknrxSD
#MITSMRChat

11:54:22
15:54:22

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @UglyResearch: @edvaldez8888 I'm finding it really important to be
clear about the purpose and agenda for a video meeting. IMO to keep t…

11:54:27
15:54:27

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @UglyResearch @tanazhm I also really appreciate
@AndrewWinston's point that we're lowering carbon emissions..how can we
be more…

11:54:42
15:54:42

Olivia Dorey
@DoreySamson

RT @UglyResearch: Yes! I hope this crisis leads to all sorts of improvements
and innovations, since questioning the status quo is fair game…

11:54:58
15:54:58

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@psb_dc @DoreySamson Let us know if we can send some! ��
#MITSMRChat

11:55:26
15:55:26

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

Any other tools y'all are using to stay connected? #MITSMRChat
https://t.co/HGS2LorDII

11:55:38
15:55:38

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: Any other tools y'all are using to stay connected?
#MITSMRChat https://t.co/HGS2LorDII

11:55:52
15:55:52

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @mitsmr: Any other tools y'all are using to stay connected?
#MITSMRChat

11:55:59
15:55:59

Lara Plaxton
@_Lara_HR

@mitsmr Coming from an HR background, mgt & tech is often focused on
delivering for business goals such as financial/performance rather than
understanding how it positively benefits key stakeholders; employees &
customers, more info on creating a balanced approach is needed
#mitsmrchat

https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/is-the-covid-19-outbreak-a-black-swan-or-the-new-normal/
https://twitter.com/edvaldez8888/status/1242479701312110593
https://twitter.com/edvaldez8888/status/1242479701312110593


11:56:15
15:56:15

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

In our last five minutes, Q5: What questions have we not discussed, but
should? #MITSMRChat https://t.co/is9xWBGWeV

11:56:17
15:56:17

Tanaz H Mulla
@Tanazhm

@mitsmr A4. Whilst there is a tonne of material available on HR analytics ,
a more indepth mapping to the industry and the organization's cultural
DNA would be insightful. #MITSMRChat

11:56:48
15:56:48

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@_Lara_HR Do you think that focus might shift, in light of all that's going
on now? #MITSMRChat

11:57:09
15:57:09

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @mitsmr: Q4: What management or technology problems do you
struggle to find good information about? #MITSMRChat
https://t.co/6AOXzcoDTP

11:57:13
15:57:13

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @mitsmr: In our last five minutes, Q5: What questions have we not
discussed, but should? #MITSMRChat https://t.co/is9xWBGWeV

11:57:33
15:57:33

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

I've got go introduced to Teams by Microsoft for a client. It was fascinating
how well it worked for what we were trying to do. I can't wait to dig in to see
how well it works on program management #MITSMRChat

11:57:39
15:57:39

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@Tanazhm We have an upcoming series you may be interested in... can't
say much more now but watch our feed in the coming 3-4 weeks :)
#MITSMRChat

11:57:46
15:57:46

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @Tanazhm We have an upcoming series you may be
interested in... can't say much more now but watch our feed in the coming
3-4 we…

11:57:53
15:57:53

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: In our last five minutes, Q5: What questions have we not
discussed, but should? #MITSMRChat https://t.co/is9xWBGWeV

11:57:57
15:57:57

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @Tanazhm: @mitsmr A4. Whilst there is a tonne of material available
on HR analytics , a more indepth mapping to the industry and the org…

11:58:01
15:58:01

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @_Lara_HR Do you think that focus might shift, in light of
all that's going on now? #MITSMRChat

11:58:06
15:58:06

Lara Plaxton
@_Lara_HR

@mitsmr What are the mindset & cultural challenges that impact mgt &
tech being successful within an org? #mitsmrchat

11:58:13
15:58:13

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @_Lara_HR: @mitsmr What are the mindset & cultural challenges that
impact mgt & tech being successful within an org? #mitsmrchat

11:58:39
15:58:39

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@TrippBraden We're a @SlackHQ and @asana shop but have heard a lot of
companies are implementing Teams, quickly! #MITSMRChat

11:59:30
15:59:30

Patrick Henz
@Patrick_Henz

#MITSMRChat A5: Whatever the new normal will be, it will be stronger
technology driven.

11:59:32
15:59:32

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

A5 I wonder how these changes our going to impact retirement and how and
when people leave their businesses. I can't imagine it getting even slower
#MITSMRChat

11:59:41
15:59:41

John W Lewis
@JohnWLewis

RT @mitsmr: @Tanazhm We have an upcoming series you may be
interested in... can't say much more now but watch our feed in the coming
3-4 we…

11:59:48
15:59:48

Lara Plaxton
@_Lara_HR

@mitsmr In the immediate, probably not as companies are just trying to
‘survive’ this. My hope is in the medium to long term that companies
consider their human & societal impact #mitsmrchat

11:59:55
15:59:55

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @_Lara_HR: @mitsmr In the immediate, probably not as companies
are just trying to ‘survive’ this. My hope is in the medium to long term…

12:00:02
16:00:02

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

As we wrap up, please stay in touch. You can tweet us anytime about current
challenges you have at #MITSMRChat, and also get the most up-to-date
content releases by signing up for this newsletter https://t.co/lsDacMAXfQ
���� https://t.co/qo6MCFyY4x

http://sloanreview.mit.edu/newsletter-management-innovation-strategy-leadership


12:00:05
16:00:05

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @Patrick_Henz: #MITSMRChat A5: Whatever the new normal will be,
it will be stronger technology driven.

12:00:19
16:00:19

MIT Sloan
Management Review
@mitsmr

@_Lara_HR Fully agree! #MITSMRChat

12:00:21
16:00:21

Tripp Braden
@TrippBraden

RT @mitsmr: @TrippBraden We're a @SlackHQ and @asana shop but have
heard a lot of companies are implementing Teams, quickly! #MITSMRChat

12:00:36
16:00:36

Ed Valdez
@edvaldez8888

RT @mitsmr: As we wrap up, please stay in touch. You can tweet us anytime
about current challenges you have at #MITSMRChat, and also get th…


